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OVERVIEW
Employee scheduling software enables
you to automate the procedure of
creating, tracking, and maintaining
staff schedules. The solution can boost
team collaboration and productivity,
and provides greater visibility on
enterprise-wide
bandwidth.
These
platforms track sick days, vacations,
and other personnel leaves.
Leading
employee
scheduling
applications possess functionalities like
automatic alerts that help to avert
scheduling conflicts. They collect
scheduling data over time, which can
be imported into financial tools like
payroll applications. The software also
offers analytics capabilities to assist in
the coordination and management of
tasks.
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Customer Success Report
Ranking Methodology

The FeaturedCustomers Customer Success ranking
is based on data from our customer reference
platform, market presence, web presence, & social
presence as well as additional data aggregated from
online sources and media properties. Our ranking
engine applies an algorithm to all data collected to
calculate the final Customer Success Report
rankings. The overall Customer Success ranking is a
weighted average based on 3 parts:
Content Score is affected by:
1. Total # of vendor generated customer
references (case studies, success stories,
testimonials, and customer videos)
2. Customer reference rating score

Customer Success Report
Award Levels

Market Leader
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with
substantial customer base & market share.
Leaders have the highest ratio of customer
success content, content quality score, and social
media presence relative to company size.

3. Year-over-year change in amount of customer
references on FeaturedCustomers platform
4. Total # of profile views on FeaturedCustomers
platform
5. Total # of customer reference views on
FeaturedCustomers platform
Market Presence Score is affected by:
1. Social media followers including LinkedIn,
Twitter, & Facebook
2. Vendor momentum based on web traffic and
search trends

Top Performer
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with significant
market presence and resources and enough
customer reference content to validate their vision.
Top Performer's products are highly rated by its
customers but have not achieved the customer
base and scale of a Market Leader.

3. Organic SEO key term rankings
4. Company presence including # of press
mentions
Rising Star
Company Score is affected by:
1. Total # of employees (based on social media
and public resources)
2. Year-over-year change in # of employees over
past 12 months
3. Glassdoor ranking
4. Venture capital raised

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com that does not
have the market presence of Market Leaders or
Top Performers, but understands where the market
is going and has disruptive technology. Rising
Stars have been around long enough to establish
momentum and a minimum amount of customer
reference content along with a growing social
presence.
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2020 Customer Success Awards
Check out this list of the highest rated Employee Scheduling Software software
based on the FeaturedCustomers Customer Success Report.
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OVERALL BEST
OF EMPLOYEE SCHEDULING SOFTWARE
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TRUSTED BY

ABOUT HOTSCHEDULES
HotSchedules, a leading provider of mobile technology for
the restaurant and hospitality industries, announces today,
the addition of a candidate tracking system as part of its
Jobsabi service. Jobsabi is HotSchedules’ talent sourcing
solution that allows restaurants to find and hire top talent
faster through referrals, which can improve time to hire by up
to 34%. Jobsabi is also free for job seekers and restaurants to
use, eliminating the need to spend thousands on job boards.
Jobsabi is integrated with HotSchedules or can be used
standalone.

96
Customer references from
happy HotSchedules users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“We use the HotSchedules solution to send messages to management and staff to let them know of upcoming meetings,
employee events, inclement weather, etc. We even take advantage of the portal to boost employee morale, such as
highlighting the employee-of-the-month or sending ‘Happy Birthday’ messages.”
Dianne Vicheinrut
General Manager, TS Restaurants

"HotSchedules lets managers know when the approval of a shift trade will send us into overtime
so they can prevent it from occurring. Clearly, avoiding overtime has a real cost benefit to us."
Vivian Neubauer
General Manager, Buffalo Wild Wings

"We have a food safety training that everyone has to take every year. Using HotSchedules certification
tracking, not only can I see when they need to renew, HotSchedules prevents the employee from being
scheduled if their certification has lapsed. That’s a great report to be able to share with auditors."
Todd Eposito
Franchise Owner, Culver's

"Just by turning on the controlled clock-ins/outs, HotSchedules will pay for itself in the first
week. As we became more efficient across the board, we’ve gained an even greater ROI. "
David Pencsak
Operating Partner, Tacos & Tequila
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2020 MARKET LEADERS
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TRUSTED BY

ABOUT 7SHIFTS
7shifts is the most intuitive employee scheduling and management
software designed for the restaurant industry. Restaurant managers
using 7shifts reduce labor costs and spend 80% less time on
management logistics after switching from paper or Excel. With
7shifts, schedules pull in employee availability and eliminate
scheduling conflicts. Employees also automatically get a text and
email with their upcoming shifts. It's simple to use, and everyone is
kept in the loop without any effort. 7shifts also offers free mobile
apps (iOS and Android), allowing managers and employees to have
everything at their fingertips.

196
Customer references from
happy 7shifts users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"Scheduling staff has never been so straightforward. Budget and costing is easily managed and
ALL confusion between staff and management is completely eliminated. Experience has been
100% positive and exceeded expectations and experience with comparable software."
Aaron Webster
Owner & Operator, Ebenezer Foods

"This is really great software. It significantly reduces management hours on dealing with schedule changes,
time off requests, etc. We could never go back to paper scheduling again. This is one of the more
reasonably priced options out there and the customer service is second to none."
Joe Werner
Manager, Country Place

"7shifts has been a tremendous timesaver! We used to spend so much time transferring requests
to our paper scheduling forms. Now we can just work directly in the app. Saves paper too! Our
staff is incredibly happy we've made this technological leap."
Tory Mace
Lumberyard Brewing Company

"Lots of great features. Helps managers stay connected as well as all employees. No more slips of paper with requests
for days off. It's all submitted and approved through the app. We are also able to block days that we don't want anyone
to take off. 7shifts also is integrated with our POS Toast. They continue to develop more and more features."
Sherree Goldstein
Owner, Square Café
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TRUSTED BY

ABOUT ATTENDANCE ON DEMAND
Attendance on Demand is a rapidly deployed, cloud-based
time and attendance system that minimizes a company’s risk
and technology investment while providing advanced
features for securely managing labor data. With over 30 years
in the time and attendance industry, the company’s founders
have evolved product offerings from mechanical time clocks
to powerful computerized systems. Now, businesses take
advantage of cutting-edge technologies without costly
software or hardware.

30
Customer references from happy
Attendance on Demand users

VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“We track time and labor for half of what we were paying with the old system. Plus, I’m not
spending hours each pay period with manual calculations. I have other responsibilities to
address, and the new methods free me up considerably.”
Tiffany Williams
HR Associate, Overhead Door

“The payroll process is now virtually paperless, with all processing and reporting done online in
real time. Plus, I got my Sundays back and during the week have time to concentrate on other
responsibilities besides payroll.”
Carlene Grimes
Business Manager, Carolina Urology Associates

“Things are so much easier now. I no longer have to wait to receive time and
attendance reports, but can pull all the information exactly when I need it.”
Jen Broyles
Human Resources Assistant, Aspen Management

“The system lets the company avoid the double data entry once needed to track
overtime and employee exceptions.”
Pamela Canada
Human Resource Manager, West End Orthopaedic
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TRUSTED BY

ABOUT DEPUTY
Deputy is the ultimate, all-in-one workforce management solution. With
Deputy, you can create employee schedules in minutes and publish them to
your team with a click, easily manage staff leave, track time & attendance,
sync your timesheets to payroll, assign tasks and communicate with your
team. Employees can clock in and out with one tap using Deputy mobile apps
with geo-location tagging. Over 90,000 workplaces around the world trust
Deputy to manage their teams from anywhere. Available on Desktop and
Mobile. Free iOS and Android apps. All powered by simple, intuitive design.
Free Trial. No setup fee. 24/7 support.

258
Customer references from
happy Deputy users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"There’s a great feature in Deputy where you can create an open shift and a message
will go out in the app to all staff members so whoever gets there first can take it."
Josh Hunnisett
Assistant Manager, Rapha

"Deputy saves time in developing rosters, saves time in communication, and gives you
clarity around the cost of your rosters tied to proper award rates."
Giro Maurici
Founder, San Churro

"The biggest benefit for us is payroll. I can now send timesheets directly from Deputy to
payroll, which saves about a day of work."
Shneen Stevenson
Franchise Manager, Cash Converters

"Automation of all systems (including Deputy) has definitely given us a competitive edge. Deputy helps us
to better manage our staff, including forward planning for each shift on each site — we’re now a lot more
proactive rather than reactive about getting the right number and type of worker on each site."
Peter Martino
CEO, Azzurri Concrete
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TRUSTED BY

ABOUT SHIFTBOARD
Shiftboard is the leading provider of enterprise workforce
scheduling software. Built around the hourly workforce,
where scheduling, real-time communication, and change
management are at the core of day-to-day operations, their
solution helps organizations transform their business through
automation. Thousands of customers choose Shiftboard to
help lower labor costs, increase worker productivity, and
decrease employee turnover. To date, Shiftboard has
supported over 160 million scheduled shifts, providing the
employment pipeline for nearly $2 billion in wages earned.

56
Customer references from
happy Shiftboard users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"Because we can immediately see the impact of the schedule in terms of labor forecasts for
tomorrow or next week, we can make adjustments before we incur the cost. It's a nice change to
act upon the information instead of reacting to already-incurred payroll costs."
Curtis McDonald
Chief Financial Officer, Centerplate

"The key to me is having everything in a central place. It’s all here. You can pull scheduling or
applicant information out, run reports, or whatever you need to do. That was a huge win for us."
Jennifer Fast
Recruiting Manager, Koch Industries

"Shiftboard has eliminated the need to email schedules to our entire staff and wait for responses
to notify everyone else that a shift is filled. With Shiftboard we don’t have to be the middleman."
Joshua Welborn
Owner & Co-Founder, Welborn Relief Agency

"Honestly, Shiftboard has made my life so much easier in terms of really putting the scheduling
in the kids’ hands. I just open up the hours and they pick them up. It’s so much easier than
spreadsheets. I really like it and so do the students."
Stephanie White
Assistant Ticket Manager, The University of California Berkeley's Athletic Department
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ABOUT TSHEETS
TSheets is a web-based employee time and
attendance software used by thousands of
companies and their employees around the world.
Providing an easy-to-use employee interface,
real-time job-costing, reporting and seamless
QuickBooks integration, it’s no wonder TSheets is
the number one employee rated and requested
time tracking system in the world.

174
Customer references from
happy TSheets users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“Time is now easy to track and manage. We can customize the app so that employees only see
the clients or projects that they're working on. And the mobility allows people to work from
home. TSheets is a time saver and improved our accuracy.”
Gary Barr
Managing Partner, Wildernest Vacation Rentals

“TSheets keeps it simple, but with lots of options. Employees can go to the website. Use a text
message. Call an 800 number. It improves the efficiency of the whole timesheet process. It
makes it as easy as possible to get hours in.”
Steve Scher
Chief Executive Officer, Acrobat Outsourcing

“DCAA compliance means perfecting and standardizing the process of timekeeping all the way down the
line, with instantaneous and accurate time tracking, management and reporting. TSheets allows companies
of every size to fall in line seamlessly, without impacting their bottom line."
Mike Mcnew
President and CEO, Mcnew & Associates

"We know tracking time to measure performance and efficiency is a crucial practice amongst
high-performing accounting firms to succeed. We also know Matt Rissell and the entire TSheets
team are amazing people to work with. So this was a no-brainer."
Stuart McLeod
Chief Executive Officer, Karbon
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ABOUT WHEN I WORK
When I Work is a software platform that nearly half a
million business owners and managers in over 50
countries rely on for hourly employee scheduling,
attendance, and communication. When I Work uses an
innovative blend of collaborative communication
technologies, including the web, mobile apps, text
messaging, social media, and email, to make teams
more efficient, more accountable, and better prepared.

104
Customer references from
happy When I Work users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"[When I Work] is so easy to use I don't have to spend a ton of time trying to figure it out. The
automated text reminders are great and employees can go in and ask for time off and swap
shifts. I can't imagine going back to a manual system."
Tom Nacey
Owner & Manager, Dunn Bros Coffee

"Scheduling in bulk saves me time but it also allows employees to plan their life outside of work.
The app also ensures employees become accountable to swaps/drops that were not picked up."
Michael Donovan
Chief Operating Officer, Artemis Veterinary Emergency & Specialty Services

"Using When I Work has saved me more than 7 hours per week handling scheduling changes and
requests. Now, I’m only spending about 15 minutes per week to build out a schedule. I also find
myself very active in checking the requests submitted by employees through the Mobile app."
Tommy Hamilton
General Manager, Goldfish Swim School

"I love When I Work! Using [When I Work] saves me a ton of time from having to oversee scheduling
requests from employees. When an event request comes in, all it takes is a couple seconds to create
OpenShifts™, and my employees can quickly self-assign shifts that work best for their schedule."
Kim Moistner-Bartlett
Owner, Kona Ice Janesville
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ABOUT ALADTEC
Aladtec's system is an affordable subscription-based online employee
scheduling and workforce management system. Aladtec’s System will allow
your organization to: track licensing and certifications, automate reminders
for approaching expiration dates or needed licensing, monitor operations,
access and change schedules, view employee info and credentials 24/7 from
any computer, smartphone or other mobile device with internet; save time &
money, automate and manage employee time off, sign-up and trade requests
which saves money in unplanned overtime and scheduling man hours;
improve communications, send instant messages, texts or emails to fill your
schedule; or update staff immediately.

152
Customer references from
happy Aladtec users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"We've been able to cut our overtime costs by about $10,000 per month (around 30%)
since we began using Aladtec!"
Matt Leicester
Former EMS Captain, Johnston County EMS

"Aladtec has cut our scheduling time nearly in half, it has allowed our trades to be monitored more
efficiently and cut down the headache of scheduling dramatically. Nate and the entire staff have been
prompt in answering our questions and correcting any problems that have arose. Great system!"
Chris Heaton
Captain, Springfield Township Fire Department

"Recently, I had two teams in the air when a third request came in. I simply sent out a request through our
Aladtec system and had a team ready to go in just minutes. If we would have been using our old method of
scheduling we couldn't have accepted the transport request in a timely manner."
Micky Neilan
RN and EMS Director, Medical Air Rescue Company

"Before Aladtec, preparing our monthly schedule was a nightmare. Thanks to this on-line scheduling system, I don't have
to juggle 15-20 pieces of paper to finish the schedule. Everyone is able to log onto the system from their homes to put in
their availabilities and to check on schedule updates. I'm very happy to be using Aladtec."
Cam A. Baer
Chief, Yellow Breeches EMS
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ABOUT CELAYIX SOFTWARE
Celayix Software is a leading provider of advanced
employee scheduling, communication and time and
attendance software. Celayix Software has been
providing innovative workforce management solutions
for over a decade. They offer advanced scheduling
software which automatically creates shift schedules
that are free of conflicts and meet your business needs
as well as compliance requirements.

68
Customer references from
happy Celayix Software users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“Within a month’s time, we eliminated all scheduling errors due to oversights and now we have
none at all. The Celayix system also immediately allowed us to eliminate unnecessary overtime
costs and as a result, we lowered our overall payroll costs – an enormous help for us.”
Jeff Lord
RN Supervisor, Connecticut Department of Veterans’ Affairs

"I am very pleased with Celayix! It has made a huge difference to our scheduling process,
resulting in our schedules being completed in 5% of the time and no longer requiring admin staff
to call out to employees."
Terry Salaices
Director - Food and Beverage, Sands Expo and Convention Center

"Celayix has been able to help us significantly reduce the time we were spending on collecting
and verifying our employee’s time and attendance information. Automation has reduced the
potential for errors while also helping to remove our manual process."
Patty Miller
Chief Financial Officer, Miller Event Management

"We’ve grown from $6 to $10 million in revenue, and still have the same number of people in our
staffing department. With Celayix, we can handle more capacity and have time to focus on other
things besides scheduling."
Eric Conroy
Director of HR, Capitol Host
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ABOUT HOMEBASE
Homebase is the easiest way to track hours, schedule
your team, and hire for free. They build modern
software for local businesses and their employees. Their
goal is to make hourly work easy. They believe in these
entrepreneurs and they believe in the people who work
in these businesses. They are on a mission to eliminate
this paper so that owners, managers, and employees
can focus on the things they love.

40
Customer references from
happy Homebase users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"My favorite thing about Homebase is the simplicity and convenience of having multiple
tools -scheduling, time tracking, and manager log - all in one place."
Lauren Baker
Operations Manager, Souvla

"Homebase has cleared up our crazy schedule and made it simple and convenient. No more
trade flops, request errors, or blundered communications. Easy access from anywhere, anytime."
Beth
Norm’s News

"I prefer Homebase Hiring over any of the other sites since it simplifies the hiring process for me
- I can track who I've seen, who I need to contact and who I have scheduled an interview with."
Mary Cho
Owner and Manager, Dak & Bop

“My favorite feature of Homebase is definitely the Daily Summary Email. In a simple format, it
helps to tell me what I had forecasted to happen versus what actually did. It has helped us to
spot timeclock issues, which is important in managing our labor costs.”
Toby Roberts
President, Pok Pok Restaurants
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ABOUT HUMANITY
Humanity is the flexible workforce management
platform that both you and your employees will love to
use. Humanity is a cloud-based workforce management
software fueled by a commitment to innovation,
iteration, and a customer-centric approach. Humanity's
platform brings together usability, smart design, and
custom features to help managers and employees
better organize and stay connected through an evolving
suite of apps.

286
Customer references from
happy Humanity users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"Employees can utilize the app to request time off, change availability, switch shifts.
Humanity is definitely popular with them!"
Javier Medina
General Manager, Firebirds Wood Fired Grill

"Humanity not only allows us to make a schedule, it’s also a time clock and provides a
way to organize time off requests. I love that it’s all inclusive."
Melinda Johnson Peeler
Office Manager, Carolina Poodle

"The best feature is the ability to set repeating schedules. I would typically set up schedules for 1
year out and then I would only have to do spot changes when a team member requested a day
off. Very convenient feature."
Carlos Correa
Operations Lead, Lyft

"We have found Humanity to be an extremely valuable tool for us and would recommend it
wholeheartedly, especially those scheduling staff with irregular schedules, working at multiple
locations, with varied duties and skill requirements."
Christina Bellows
Ticket Services Coordinator, University Musical Society
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ABOUT JOLT
Jolt believes in solving problems with software. It believes in creating tools
to help customers grow their business in the most efficient way possible. Jolt
does this by developing clean, simple yet powerful software that integrates
with as little effort as possible yet has the maximum effect on the almighty
bottom line. Jolt has had over 100 million tasks completed on their platform
by employees using their task management solution, and offers tools for
labeling, audits, food safety compliance, scheduling, time and attendance,
employee announcements, and more. Changes to daily operations can be
made on the fly across entire brands simultaneously with the click of a
button.

91
Customer references
from happy Jolt users

VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“Before Jolt it was hard to hold employees and managers accountable. We have found that Jolt has made that so much
easier. With real time instant notifications via email and texts, we know when employees and managers miss items.
Managers can review checklists to be able to check out employees to ensure the job gets done.”
Kory
VP of Operations, Pizza Pie Cafe

“I interact with Jolt on a day to day basis due to the alerts. When I am in the restaurant I can use the iPad to quickly
review checklists. For my regular team members, they now have a better understanding of their standards and can take
pride in their job, knowing that they work for a company that cares about cleanliness and that their food is safe.”
Nicole
Supervisor, McDonald’s

“The ability to link instructional videos to tasks is a great feature of Jolt. From a training and
execution standpoint, having Jolt as a reference source helps employees find answers
themselves through the system quickly.”
Kip
Director of Operations, Costa Vida

“Before Jolt, the process to take temperatures took longer than 15 minutes. Stopping what you
were doing, tracking down the clipboard, and shuffling through the kitchen three times a day
was inefficient. Now taking temperatures with Jolt takes less than 5 minutes from start to finish.”
Greg Siemer
Owner, Culver's Restaurant
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ABOUT ORBITAL SHIFT
Orbital Shift online workforce management software
makes managers' and employees' lives easier by
saving them time and stress. Staff work schedules are
generated and posted quickly with their online
employee scheduling software and are accessible
anywhere with an internet connection. No software to
install or hardware to purchase because your online
scheduling software is in the cloud.

39
Customer references from
happy Orbital Shift users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"Working with Orbital Shift was easy. They provide local service and always listened to our needs. With Orbital's
scheduling application the communication between our employees and managers regarding schedules has improved
significantly and our managers have a 360-degree view of the entire employee schedule."
Ryan Olson
Owner, Cold Stone Creamery

"Orbital Shift makes my life 10 times easier! Now communicating with staff via text and email,
getting shifts covered, working around school schedules and vacations. There are no
miscommunications anymore. It's all online."
Jay Thane
General Manager, Copper Whiskey Bar & Grill

"Orbital Shift has increased my employee accountability and operational efficiencies. With Orbital Shift I can quickly and
easily approve all schedule changes or requests, thus eliminating any scheduling discrepancies or confusion. Because
everything is documented and time-stamped within the system my business is better protected.”
Chad Randash
Owner-GM, Randash Auto

"Orbital Shift has made it possible for us to limit the amount of double booking dramatically and makes communicating
with our employees a less time consuming task. Our schedules are now accessible from anywhere. This makes it really
simple to see and choose the best option to cover an open shift. Not to mention the program is extremely user friendly."
Denise Sherman
General Manager, Case Management Caregiving
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ABOUT PLANDAY
Planday creates software that makes it easier for managers and layer
based employees to communicate, collaborate, and work. They
strengthen companies by making the relationship between shift
based employees and their superiors more efficient, transparent and
productive, which in turn has a positive impact on revenue. Planday
grew out of a simple idea - service planning and communication
should be both simple and uncomplicated for managers and
employees. Since then, the company has grown a lot and now offers
a comprehensive SaaS product that meets the individual needs of a
multitude of layer based companies.

57
Customer references from
happy Planday users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"Planday is light years ahead of our old system where nothing was digitized. Employees can
request shifts or change and swap them. Everybody loves it and can really see the benefits.
Employees like the simplicity of Planday."
Adrian Hendry
Director, Avondale Care

"All of my employees use the Planday app every day. They use it to check their shifts and to find
out who they are going to work with. They are really happy with it – and they always show up for
work on time."
Fredrik
Restaurant Manager, MASH

"Prior to Planday, our HR manager spent about 5 hours weekly on staff scheduling, and with Planday in
place he can do it in a few clicks within minutes. I also really appreciate the Punch Clock feature. The staff
can simply clock in and out with their smartphone, making life easier for everyone."
Thomas Greenall
Bespoke Hotels

"I am able to view the different schedules across all of our locations which is great. I can issue
group messages and the ‘force-to-read’ function is very useful. And I have a constant real-time
overview of the staffing budget."
Charlotte
Head Office Manager, POLPO
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ABOUT SCHEDULEANYWHERE

ScheduleAnywhere is an online employee
scheduling software from Atlas Business Solutions,
Inc., a leading developer of easy-to-learn,
easy-to-use and affordable business software.

46
Customer references from happy
ScheduleAnywhere users

VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"Before we had an online system, managers manually made changes to three different paper
schedules, and employees had to be in the building to view any updates. With
ScheduleAnywhere, supervisors can enter approved time-off and swap requests online."
Rhonda Briney
Sarah D. Culbertson Memorial Hospital

"Officers can access the software from their phone or their desktop, so they always know when they'll be working.
Creating the schedule now takes less than an hour for a 40-member department, and our schedule rotations can be
copied and built out as far as we need. Requesting days off is very user friendly, and the schedule is automatically…
Rich Lockhart
Chief of Police, Warrensburg Police Department

"I can see at a glance which days require more people and whether each shift is sufficiently
covered. I have also found the ability to track certifications and skills helpful because I receive
alerts when employees are about to lapse in a certification."
Alissa Miceli
Oswego Health

"ScheduleAnywhere gives everyone access to the schedule no matter where they are. I can make
changes wherever I am without having to consult with someone in the center."
Britt Burgmeier
Jennings County 911
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ABOUT SCHEDULEBASE

ScheduleBase is an online service that allows you
to schedule your staff from any computer with
Internet access. It’s a simple, real-world system so
you can manage work schedules and save time.

44
Customer references from
happy ScheduleBase users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“We use ScheduleBase for our summer staff (lifeguards, gate attendants and park maintainers) and it has saved
hundreds of hours versus scheduling on paper, calling staff to confirm availability, adjusting schedules, etc. The software
is easy to use, flexible and adaptable. My job has become so much easier now.”
Wendy Rubin
Director of Parks and Recreation, Coventry CT

“We've been using ScheduleBase for a year now and it’s made scheduling staff and managing
the schedule so easy. This is a one-stop shop for managing staff and saves me 2 to 5 hours a
week compared to other solutions.”
Kim Tyler
General Manager, Redneck Riviera

“ScheduleBase is a brilliant product for managers of any business. The staff and I really
appreciate the ability to display requests for time off as you’re scheduling. As a result, I spend
only two hours per month on scheduling. I highly recommend it!”
Lee Perkins
Library Director, Rice Public Library, Kittery ME

“Our gym loves using this scheduling program. It has saved us hours of labor. Once requests are
made the scheduler simply sends the final schedule out. Changes are easy and all of our
employees love the simple process. Thumbs up for ScheduleBase!”
Tricia Kilgore
Owner, Koko Fitclub
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ABOUT BIZIMPLY
Bizimply is the all-in-one employee management
platform, designed specifically for hospitality and retail
businesses. They allow businesses to manage
scheduling, attendance and day-to-day reporting across
multiple locations in one easy to use platform. Bizimply
helps customers save time, lower and maintain costs
while improving employee engagement and business
reporting across their entire organization.

58
Customer references from
happy Bizimply users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"I love the graph between scheduled versus actual hours and the bottom-line figure for
costs. We weren’t getting that before."
Sarah Baker
Director, Cloughjordan House

"It's so clear how much time and money we have saved by simplifying our scheduling,
time and attendance using the Bizimply workforce management app."
Louise Kelly
HR Business Partner, Diageo Guinness Storehouse

"Fast and simple way of rostering, staff versus turnover margin, and easy export to
Wage payroll software saves me hours every week."
Jim "Flash" Gordon
Owner, Revolution & Oskar's Bars

"We saw savings straight away on our labour costs. It also significantly reduced the
time it would normally take to run our payroll each week."
Shabu Madaparambil
Financial Controller, Camile Thai
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ABOUT FINDMYSHIFT
Findmyshift is a website for creating employee
schedules, sending schedules to employees,
tracking the hours they work and generating
payroll data. Its primary purpose is to help manage
employees and to give those employees better
visibility of their upcoming shifts.

121
Customer references from
happy Findmyshift users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“I have found Findmyshift extremely easy to use. As I work in the hospitality industry, shifts change week in
week out. This site is great for keeping staff in the know and keeping records of your schedules. Exporting
to Excel is especially helpful when it comes to filing schedules to head office. Great piece of kit.”
Ed Bonnett
TLC Inns

“I like that we can quickly and easily see everyone's shifts, add in sick leave and store
pending vacation requests. It gives you a snapshot of what's going on at any one time.”
Nicola Clark
Alive Fitness and Natural Health

“We were looking for an easy to use, flexible and good value package for scheduling our staff
and we found it in Findmyshift. Well done! It's unusual these days to find something that does
exactly what it says on the tin!”
David Henderson-Begg
Labyrinth Technology Ltd

“This is one of the easiest, most intuitive rostering solutions I have used. The ability to access it
at any location at any time of the day means I can keep track of all shows easily, whenever I
need the information. Fast and easily configurable, I would definitely recommend it to others!”
Craig Greening
ANU School of Music
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ABOUT SOFTWORKS
Softworks has been assisting companies around the world to
organize the working day in a way that makes them more
productive, profitable and adds value to their operations.
Softworks' globally recognized and acclaimed Workforce
Management Solutions include: Time and Attendance,
eRostering/Scheduling, Absence Management, Project
Tracking, and Access Control. Softworks works with some of
the world’s most successful global companies across various
industries around the world.
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"The System helps us to manage our payroll and HR functions more efficiently, saving both time
and money. From a management perspective the reports produced give timely, accurate and
relevant information to enable us to make better business decisions."
Phil Darcy
CEO, Newbrook Nursing Homes

“We also purchased the option to use data capture on the shop-floor, which is a future aspect –
we wanted a system that will grow with us. Softworks was the right product at the right price,
and it has definitely made us more efficient.”
Jackie Duckmanton
Payroll Supervisor, Games Workshop

"Overall we are very happy with the Softworks system in full as it provides a much quicker and more
accurate way of controlling everything from clock-in to wages pay out and storing Personnel information.
We are now looking at one screen instead of trawling through pages of printed material."
Ken Barry
Production Manager, Dortek

"With Softworks we are saving hours and hours of lieu time calculations. It is now the responsibility of each employee to
manage their own flexi time, absences and holidays. With the introduction of Softworks, employees can now check their
own holiday and flexi balances thereby reducing queries back and forth to line managers."
Jennifer Dawson
JewelCast
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ABOUT TANDA
Tanda was founded in 2012, like many Australian businesses - with a
little common sense, a common goal and a bit of mateship. The aim
was to build a tool that helps eliminate paper timesheets, time theft
and data entry from payroll. The idea was all businesses should be
able to focus on what they do best, without being shackled by the
tediousness of payroll and administration. Tanda's fast growing team
now helps tens of thousands of employees and employers every
week completely automate attendance, rosters and industry awards
in the cloud. They're best known for our fear of paperwork.
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"Tanda will empower Domino's franchisees with a greater understanding and insight
into their labour costs."
Nick Knight
Domino's Pizza

"The award rules for timesheet approval simplify the process even further, and a simple
export direct into Xero saves hours."
Samuel Haans
Boost Juice

“We run 7 payrolls each week and it is such an easy process with having all the
timesheet data there ready to export to Xero.”
Rebekah Eley
Farquhar Kitchens

"Now with Tanda, you just jump on, change what you need to, and it'll send out
messages to everyone involved, which saves a lot of time."
Brett Hooper
Beefy's Pies
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ABOUT VISUAL PLANNING
Visual Planning is a comprehensive, cross-sector
solution for scheduling and planning, project
management, budgeting, resource management, staff
tracking and assignments, field service management,
production management, and order tracking. Visual
Planning is available for an on-premise installation or as
a cloud-based software. It can be customized to fit the
needs of numerous industries and cater to multiple
departments.
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"Visual Planning was extremely easy to customize for the various project life cycle requirements
of all our business units. It's a user-friendly tool and was very easy to deploy.”
Arun Roy
VP of Engineering, Safran Engineering Services

"Being able to create filters and event reports requires a good knowledge of the software. You need several hours of
intensive use to become familiar with it. It is relatively intuitive in some areas but it is worth investing in a few hours'
training with the consultant to cover certain features specific to Visual Planning."
Richard Legold
Electrotechnical Laboratory Manager, Socomec

"What really stood out from the competition is that Visual Planning would do everything just like
an ERP. Visual Planning never said no and was able to meet our expectations without having to
integrate too many products."
Mike Eisenberg
Consultant, Signature Metal & Marble

“We are seeing a productivity increase, with a time saving of approximately 40% on
subcontractor management."
Production Manager
Zodiac Seat
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ABOUT ZOOMSHIFT
ZoomShift provides scheduling and time tracking software to
teams that treasure time, value simplicity, and foster
communication. Their software provides a central place for
teams to plan, communicate, and track their schedules. They
place a high value on minimalism and always focus on the
features that matter most to their customers. Scheduling
shouldn’t be complicated. Your scheduling software shouldn’t
be either. The result is an enjoyable scheduling experience,
happier and more productive teams, less time spent
scheduling, and more time doing what you love.
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"With a feature-rich program that lets you create schedules, approve and review timesheets, and print reports of wages
and earnings, there's no management question that ZoomShift can't answer. And if a question or two happens to slip by,
rest assured that ZoomShift offers one of the best customer support services I've ever experienced."
David
Experimac

"Helps our staff with better attendance; easy access to their schedule from anywhere,
anytime! Saves time scheduling multiple locations and distributing a schedule to staff."
Caitlin
Smugglers’ Notch Resort

"I have enjoyed the convenience of getting the schedule done and getting it done
quickly and out to my employees. The shift reminders are nice as well!"
Kelle
Boost Mobile

"Very easy to use, makes scheduling very easy and lets you work efficiently. Great for the staff
as well to be able to get their schedules and put in requests for time off or trade shifts."
Donald
Simple Cafe
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